Subject: Directive Decree amending the call for applications for Research fellowship

Personal data sharing between law and contract within the framework of the new European Health Data Space - Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia (Italian law 30 December 2010, n.240, art. 22 and subsequent amendments and additions). PRIN 2022-PNRR “PADS4Health - Privacy-Aware Data Sharing model for Health data”, Project Code P2022MSMAW, CUP H53D23010880001. Call issued by Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

The present document in English is to be considered as a mere summary of the main provisions of the notice of competition which is available in Italian at the following link: http://www.unive.it/data/12137/ The text in Italian is the official text of the notice of competition for all legal intents and purposes and, in the event of non-conformity with the present document, it shall prevail.

HAVING REGARD TO the call for applications for Research fellowship Personal data sharing between law and contract within the framework of the new European Health Data Space - Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia (Italian law 30 December 2010, n.240, art. 22 and subsequent amendments and additions). PRIN 2022-PNRR “PADS4Health - Privacy-Aware Data Sharing model for Health data”, Project Code P2022MSMAW, CUP H53D23010880001, Tutor Prof. Alessandro Bernes, Rep. 1559/2023, Prot. 278826 del 19/12/2023 on Personal data sharing between law and contract within the framework of the new European Health Data Space;

CONSIDERING that two requirements for access to the selection were indicated in the notice, whereas it is appropriate to indicate only one qualification;

Is announced

- **Paragraph 1 of Article: Who can apply**- is partially amended by the following provision:

Prospective candidates are expected to hold a *master’s degree in Law*
[OMISSIS]

- **Article: Favourite headlines** - is partially amended by the following provision
  - the Ph.D. in **Legal Science-Area 12**;
  - completion of attendance at a doctoral program in **Legal Science-Area 12**, while awaiting the award of the degree
  - specialization diplomas and certificates of attendance at postgraduate specialization courses, obtained both in Italy and abroad, the performance of documented research activities at public and private entities with contracts, scholarships or assignments both in Italy and abroad;
  - Documented research activity or visiting period abroad at universities and/or research institutes
  - Excellent knowledge of the Italian language to be able to carry out the research activity related to the call topic

All other provisions contained in the call for applications remain unchanged